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By JIM GELLATLY

FAKE MAJOR

MASSIVE Attack’s collaboration with Adam Curtis is
the
pioneering
trip-hop
band as you’ve never seen
or heard them before.

And as if to prove they are
breaking new ground, Robert “3D”
Del Naja is in a Manchester warehouse, combing down a blonde
wig and wearing a big grin.
Surrounded by a laughing
entourage, the Massive Attack
mainman is destroying his moody
image with a comedy impression
of late Nirvana singer Kurt
Cobain.
Cover versions of Nirvana’s
Where Did You Sleep Last Night
plus Sugababes’ Push the Button,
Barbra Streisand’s My Colouring
Book and the Bacharach/David
classic The Look Of Love — sung
to perfection by former Cocteau
Twin Elizabeth Fraser — are
just some of the surprises of this new
art installation.
The show, which
also stars reggae
singer
Horace
Andy, opened last
night at the Mayfield Depot and is
the flagship event
of
this
year’s
Manchester International Festival.
“As you’ve gathered from watching
these rehearsals this is
not a Massive Attack
gig,” says 3D. “We’ve not
played live for three years and
then our shows had giant LED
screens that showed information,
statistics and facts of every country we played in. It was really
exciting.
“But by 2010 we’d hit the pinnacle, so we took time off knowing
when we did return it would
have to be something new and
like nothing we’d done before.”
And that’s exactly why the
“thought-provoking” show — a collaboration of film, graphics, slogans, music and sound — is not
like anything you’ve seen before.
The Bristol band’s collaboration
with Bafta award-winning documentary maker Adam Curtis tells
stories around the end of idealism
and belief.
Curtis explains: “I didn’t want
to patronise people. I’m telling

By JACQUI SWIFT
stories about how a new power
has emerged and using characters
including Donald and Ivana
Trump, Jane Fonda and Ted
Turner, everyone in Goldman
Sachs who made a killing in
2008, plus the neutron bomb, I’ve
highlighted how people have managed to manipulate situations.”
“We’ve really put our sound to
the max to illustrate the sensation or feeling of what’s happening in the film,” adds 3D.
The partnership was born when
3D attended the festival in 2011
to watch Blur pal Damon
Albarn’s Dr Dee opera.
He says: “I came to Manchester
in 2011 to see Damon and met
festival director Alex Poots.
“We met dancing around to
Candi Staton in a tent and I told
him I’d love to do something next
time and I mentioned I’d just
watched Adam’s film All
Watched Over By
Machines Of Loving
Grace and that I’d
love to work with
him.
“Alex not only
knew him but
texted him on
the spot and we
met in London
two weeks later.”
Curtis
tells
SFTW: “When you
get a text that a
brilliant band want
to work with you,
then you say yes straight
away. Then start to panic
about what you can do together.”
The nervousness was mutual.
Says 3D: “I was intimidated initially as Adam’s a very clever
guy. I thought, ‘Oh me and my
soapbox politics are going to
come unstuck here’. But we got
on really well and I think we
share a common trait in the fact
that we both plied our trade in
the art of collage — Adam in film
and us in music.”
Curtis adds: “I don’t know what
I can possibly do next to match
this project as it’s been an education for me.”
Adds 3D: “This is the start of a
new chapter for Massive Attack
so what comes next I don’t know
but it’ll be groundbreaking again.”
l Massive Attack V Adam Curtis
continues until July 13. For more information go to mif.co.uk

WHO: Richard Ferguson
(vocals/guitar), David McGinty (vocals/guitars/keys)
WHERE: Glasgow
FOR FANS OF: Frightened
Rabbit, Bastille, The National
JIM SAYS: Perhaps the tiny
Poetry Club at Glasgow’s
SWG3 complex wasn’t the
ideal place to get my first
taste of Fake Major live.
The room was packed last
Saturday for the Wee Chill
Live festival and I’m a big
chap. But the band’s performance more than made up
for that.
Fake Major only emerged a
few months ago, but they are
already one of the most
talked about acts on the
scene.
Selected to play the T
Break Stage at T In The Park
next Saturday, their majestic
folk-tinged indie should go
down a treat.
They may only have
debuted online in February,
but Richard and David have
been playing together for
more than 10 years. They
were the prime songwriters in
Glasgow favourites Endor.
David also lent his vocals
to four tracks on Snow
Patrol’s 2006 multi-millionselling Eyes Open album. He
said: “With Fake Major there
is more room for Richard and
I to do exactly what we want.
“If we decide we want to
have a brass band we’ll get

DIABLO fans in need of a fresh fix
can rest easy. This offers dynamic,
exciting action and a solid,
lore-driven story to back it up.
Here you battle harpies, tin men
and werewolves in a 19th Century
Eastern Europe inspired by a
mechanical future. The game is an
absolute pleasure to play – ghostly,
destructive and challenging, with a
co-op mode too.
One of the finest PC releases of
2013, an XBLA version is due later
this year. A sequel is in the works
too, perhaps as part of a trilogy. An
experience not to be missed.
RW

COLIN MCRAE RALLY 3.5
iOS, £2.99

3.5
BATMAN and Spider- DEADPOOL
Man might have domi- Xbox, £39.99
nated
comic
book weapons on offer here, with
earning you upgrade
games in recent years, combos
points, the armed combat all
but now the lesser- too often boils down to mindknown Deadpool gets lessly pounding the attack
buttons and occasionally counhis own title.
tering your enemies’ attacks.
As a result of scientific
experiments, mercenary Deadpool is given a Wolverinestyle ability to heal.
A routine contract turns
into a fiendish conspiracy
and our “hero” finds the
planet’s fate in his hands,
crossing paths with Marvel
stablemates along the way.
Despite the choice of

one. We’re free to record
whatever we want.
“The only rule is that we
have to be able to play the
songs live as a two-piece,
and for them still to work.”
For T In The Park, they’ll
have an expanded line-up,
drafting in some old friends
to perform as a five-piece.
David said: “Andy played
drums in Endor, Tristan used
to play in Theatre Fall and
Mike was in We Were Promised Jetpacks.”
Linking up with emerging
Scots label Comets & Cartwheels, the band released
their brilliant debut EP Have
Plenty Of Fun in April. Lead
track Little Researcher was
immediately picked up by
BBC Radio 1’s Ally McCrae
to give them their first airplay.
David said: “We’re starting
to think about an album, but
before that we want to do a
couple more EPs. The next
one will be coming out in the
autumn.”
Following T In The Park,
Fake Major are set to appear
at the Wickerman and Belladrum festivals, plus a headline show at King Tut’s in
Glasgow on July 29.
MORE: fakemajor.com
Q Jim will be playing Fake Major
on In:Demand Uncut this Sunday
from 7pm as part of his T In The
Park preview. He’ll also have interviews with Liam Gallagher and
Miles Kane, plus The 1975 in
session. Check it out on Clyde 1,
Forth One, Northsound 1, Radio
Borders, Tay FM, West FM & West
Sound FM. indemandscotland.
co.uk

The game is also a bit rough
round the

edges in terms of graphics.
But the tongue-in-cheek, overthe-top tone salvages an otherwise mediocre title.
Describing the expletivefilled humour as “adult” is a
bit of a stretch though, with
boob gags and poop jokes
aplenty.
It is no Batman: Arkham
City — but the only game in
which the anarchic character
of Deadpool could ever really
shine would be a relentless
button-masher packed full of
crude dialogue.
You will blast through this
in no time. But if you want
to switch off your brain for
a bit, Deadpool is worth
renting.
JCS

THREE IN FOUR PREFER PS4 TO XBOX ONE
AS the Xbox One and
PlayStation 4 go head-tohead, the opinion poll app
Polar quizzed gamers on
which
next-generation
console they prefer.
Gauging feedback on
everything from price to
expandable
hard-drive
size, the app has recorded
more than 18,000 votes.
And despite Microsoft’s
recent climbdown on used

WALKING WITH
DINOSAURS iPad, £2.99
STEPHEN FRY voices this
interactive 3D download,
which has 60 dinosaurs to
learn about, with animations
and flight sequences teaching
about the prehistoric beasts.
A cool Dinosaur Hunters
section has experts revealing
the latest research.

games, the results show
Sony are still well ahead.
Seventy-four per cent of
the respondents to Polar’s
survey preferred Sony’s
PS4 with just 26 per cent
voting for the Xbox One
from Microsoft.
The PS4 costs £349.99
and the Xbox One £429.99.
But a staggering 79 per
cent of gamers reckoned
they would STILL choose

the PS4 even if it was the
same price as its rival.
Sony also secured a
surprising victory when it
came to motion controls –
edging out Microsoft’s
famed Kinect, as 53 per
cent of gamers preferred
the PlayStation Eye.
Interestingly, only 57 per
cent felt we are ready for
next-gen gaming – and 43
per cent thought not yet.

MEME GENERATOR
Free for iOS

CREATE your own viral
sensations by putting funny
captions on photos with this
easy-to-use freebie. Stuff like
the snap of the baby punching
the air, with the caption: “Put
on old jeans . . . found money
in the pocket.” It’s up to you
what you write – just try to
make people laugh.

NOSTALGIA isn’t the only reason to
download this revival of an iconic
gaming franchise.
A classic, faithful port of the
console classic, the iOS edition
offers 130km of in-game track over
30 courses. And unlike many
platform rivals, the depth here hasn’t
been diluted by the switch to mobile.
Racing in McRae’s Ford Focus, it’s
a definitive rallying experience,
fine-tuned for on-the-go gaming.
But sometimes the game can feel
a bit TOO hard. After all, the point of
app titles is that you can dip in and
out easily.

DESPICABLE ME:
MINION RUSH Free on all

BRILLIANT behind-the-back
runner to go with the film of
the same name. Packed with
silly challenges, levels and
bosses to keep you busy. You
play as one of the little yellow
minions battling Gru and his
baddie bosses.
Collect bananas and
tokens to multiply your score.

WILL BARCA DUNK REAL?

BARCELONA and Real
Madrid will feature in
the next instalment of
the NBA series – but
you won’t see
little
Lionel
Messi performing improbable
slam dunks.
The Spanish
giants’ basketball sides are
among 14 Euro-

TRUE OR FALSE – TEST
YOUR WITS Free for iOS

IS Snoop Dogg the name of
Charlie Brown’s pet pooch?
Is Canada the world’s largest
country?
Well, no and no – the right
answers are Snoopy and
Russia – but this fun freebie
lets you test your general knowledge . . . and arm yourself
with plenty of pub trivia.

league teams in NBA
2K14. As with the
Champions League,
Real are the contest’s
most successful side. But last
season they
were beaten in
the final by
Olympiacos,
who clinched
the title for the
third time.

MINI GOLF MATCHUP
Free on Android

GO head to head with appcrazy golfers around the world
in this tap-and-release putter.
Battle over 70 holes on five
courses, while avoiding potty
obstacles including dinosaurs,
octopuses and pyramids.
Also has a PGA pro course
to unlock once you have
mastered the basics.

